
Groups of Galaxies - Discussion

1.- Search for Compact Groups at different z's.
2.- Large photometric surveys to study several of the topics discussed today.
3.- New selection criteria (Desjerdins et al.) to find low-mass fossil groups 
          that may be relics of compact groups.
4.- Tully-Fisher relation of dwarf galaxies in different environments.
5.- Star-forming objects outside galaxies how important are these in 
          spreading metals in the IGM?
6.- Kinematics and chemistry of interacting groups.
7.- Ram-pressure stripped galaxies.
8.- Role of ALMA in these projects.
9.- Dumbell systems - what are they?
10.- Intra-group light (Dragonfly; van Dokkum et al.) in fossil groups - difficult 
          technically.



Clusters of Galaxies - Discussion

Questions: 
- quenching of galaxies? how, when (high-z), how fast (~1-2 Gyr)? 
- in groups (pre-processing)? in clusters? both? ... nature vs nurture.
- formation of passive S0, E+A, dEs, ultra compact dwarf galaxies
- what are the properties of the environment: halo mass, location, DM nature, etc. 
- how do we effectively connect low-z with high-z studies?
- cosmology with galaxy clusters.



Clusters of Galaxies - Discussion

What to focus on: 
- galaxy transformations: mergers, ram-pressure, tidal interactions → morphology
- galaxy structure: kinematics (gas component, decoupled cores), spatial 
      distribution (merger remnants, post-merger features, shells, tidal features, 
      [DM and baryon] mass distribution) → IFS (MUSE, KMOS, ALMA).
- galaxies in groups, (proto-)clusters and isolated (low-, intermediate-, high-z, 
      first galaxies).
- MF’s low-mass end (< 1010 M⊙): ultra-compact galaxies, dwarf galaxies, tidal galaxies.
- cluster structure: mass [lensing (DM), X-ray], dynamical state (maturity), 
      sub-structure.
- formation of the red sequence, from blue cloud and green valley.
- gas content, SFR (efficiency) and SFH →ALMA. compare with maturity of the
      environment.
- comparison with theory, simulations, models (e.g. Millenium, ΛCDM, 
      galaxy-environment interactions [intra-cluster light], clustering, 
      mock-up catalogs).



Clusters of Galaxies - Discussion

Observations: 
- low-z and high-z (large) samples/surveys, spectroscopic-z’s, accurate 
     photometric-z’s.
- Integral field spectroscopy (optical, near-IR, sub-mm/mm [ALMA]),
     multi-wavelength deep photometry.
- ways of identifying specific/interesting objects? selection criteria: color-color, 
     color-mag., lensing, others.
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Interpretation of results ...
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Goals: 

•  study galaxy evolution in groups and clusters in a consistent way within a 
wide redshift range:
- CLASH, CLASH-VLT (25 clusters; z=0.1-0.9)
- J-PAS
- XXL (z=0.3-2)

•  sistematic survey to go to fainter flux limits.

Challenge: 

•  data sets from future large telescopes and large surveys will be too large to 
handle, reduce and analyze with traditional methods.
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